ABSTRACT
This paper explores how changing an approach from a traditional behaviour model to that of a trauma-informed lens for children who have experienced adverse childhood experiences from abuse, neglect, violence or witnessing violence in the home, grief and loss (death, divorce, unnatural events) can have an impact on their engagement to learning and emotional challenges. This study comes from a strengths perspective acknowledging students' character strengths that can be built on for overcoming adversity. It aims to put forward a framework from a trauma-informed lens to support teacher capacity to strengthen the use of interventions that contribute to improved student engagement. Research collected through seven teachers' narratives examines the complex relational, behavioural and cognitive learning needs of these students and their teachers' needs to feel empowered to teach in an inclusive classroom or innovative learning environment. The study aims to suggest that all children can benefit from trauma-informed principles and pedagogy as protective factors enhancing resiliency. The key findings of the study was that frameworks need to be tailored to the needs of the individuals. The interventions used to meet specific goals need to be explicit, planned and purposeful. A proactive strengths-based approach in an inclusive environment through a trauma-informed lens is required for best outcomes.

INTRODUCTION
In education, as teachers and RTLB working from a strengths-based perspective, we are not aiming to screen and identify children who are negatively impacted by trauma experiences but to identify factors that support resilience and the learning ecology of students (Crosby, 2015).

As an RTLB I have anecdotally noticed that traditional behaviour management strategies can often negatively impact the students and the teacher, with little to no engagement and learning gains for either party. The teacher then requests support for these often younger students to the RTLB service, for their lack of focus, non-compliant behaviours or suggestions of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), oppositional defiance disorder (ODD), or autism spectrum (AS) or other types of difficulties characterised by behaviours normally associated with that disorder like inattentiveness, impulsivity and disruptive outbursts. Trauma indicators can masquerade as, 'being something else' and can be overlooked or misunderstood when we don’t use a holistic trauma focused lens (Elder, 2010; Finkelhor et al., 2007; Fuld, 2018).

As an RTLB, our practices demand that we develop informed, improved, culturally-competent and developmentally-appropriate methods to respond to student and teacher needs inclusively (Cohen et al., 2018; Sebestian, 2013). I have observed through case work that teachers can be reactive and responsive to primary classroom behaviours in various ways in the interest of managing their behaviours to elicit learning and engagement. It is human nature, and at times a default option, to judge and act upon behaviours observed according to our own contexts and belief system rather than exploring questions around "what happened to you?" and "what function does this behaviour serve?". Teachers are then acting on the problems seen at a surface level rather than the needs of the students (Cavanaugh, 2016). This is the ‘iceberg theory’1 of teaching (Fairchild, 2013): what is the complexity and the student struggles below the surface that the

---

1 Iceberg theory: Iceberg’s are metaphors for changing the 'mental models' that inform a design/structure within a system. The seen ten percent is a product of the system’s behaviour. “Understand the ninety present underneath the surface” and you have a tool to alter or change events (Fairchild, 2013, p. 1).
teacher needs to address before learning can happen successfully. The tip of that iceberg or behaviour that is seen is not the reality (Tomlinson, 2018). If teachers do have trauma-informed behaviour management strategies, how are they incorporating and applying them in a trauma-informed practice model?

LITERATURE REVIEW

Understanding the Role of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs).

The substance abuse and mental health services administration, and health resources and services administration, (SAMHSA - HRSA) state that, “Individual trauma results from an event, series of events, set of circumstances experienced by an individual as physically or emotionally harmful or life-threatening with lasting adverse effects on the individual's functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-being.” (SAMHSA-HRSA, 2019, para. 2).

The American Psychiatric Association (2013) states that a trauma experience can be a direct exposure to a threat, event, hearing or witnessing an event that happened to close relatives or friends, or hearing or witnessing the repeated details of the events from others (National Child Traumatic Stress Network, 2014). This catapults the situation from merely being stressful to traumatic for the child.

The model suited to educationalists and one that resonates with myself defines trauma as, “an overwhelming experience that undermines one’s belief that the world is good and safe and can dramatically and negatively affect a student’s educational trajectory” (Downey, 2007, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019, p. 601). This definition is the one used for this inquiry.

The ‘Growing Up in New Zealand Study’ (GUINZ, Ministry of Social Development’s Childrens and Families Research Fund, 2020), a longitudinal study into child development and school readiness, agree that adverse childhood experiences (ACE) fall into a ten-point scale. This tool categorises each traumatic event as one ACE (Walsh et al., 2019). Events cover physical and emotional abuse of the child by parents, for example, depression, divorce/separation, violence, incarceration, and misuse of alcohol or other illegal substances. Out of the children studied in a cohort of 5,500, more than half had experienced at least one ACE by the time they were 4.5 years, which had impaired and dysregulated their healthy responses to stress. Similar findings are recorded from Australia and America (Brunzell et al., 2015; Fondren et al., 2020; Howard, 2018; Minahan, 2019; Webster-Stratton, n.d).

Cavanaugh (2016) cited the Felitti study of 1998, the largest longitudinal study of its time, and stated that 64% of the American population had experienced at least one ACE with 22% experiencing the more detrimental effects of three or more ACEs. Webster-Stratton bears this out when she states that, “one in eight children” (n.d. p. 1) have experienced three or more ACEs linked to stress which could in turn put them at a potential risk for negative health and developmental outcomes: (Felitti et al., 1998, as cited in Cavanaugh, 2016; Finkelhor et al., 2007). Finkelhor et al. (2015) advocates for adverse childhood experience measures being extended to include childhood stressors like bullying, peer victimization, isolation, peer rejection, poverty, deprivation and exposure to community violence.

The research is in agreement that trauma is interrelated and instrumental in disrupting a student’s academic functioning to the point of low educational achievement in cognitive, socioemotional and academic domains (Brunzell et al., 2015; 2016; 2018; 2019; Cavanaugh, 2016; Fondren et al., 2019; 2020; Friedrich & Holmes, 2016; Howard, 2019; Lipscomb et al., 2019; Minahan, 2019; Perry & Szalavitz, 2017; Rosenbaum-Nordof, 2018).

The GUINZ study, when looking at the exposure-response relationship of trauma and the effects on a child’s cognition, found that by the age of five, children who had experienced three or more ACEs had difficulty with letter naming fluency, focus, affective knowledge, counting to 10, the ability to write their name, and their ability to delay gratification (Walsh et al., 2019). Behavioural issues can be seen in 20% of children exposed to ACEs compared to the 10% of children who have not had exposure to ACEs (Copeland et al., 2007). The students’ inappropriate, escalating or disengaged behaviour serves the purpose to mask their anxiety, fear, anger, shame, sadness, loss or grief (National Child Traumatic Stress Network, 2014, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019).

Early 1990s research literature talks about trauma as events (Fletcher, 1996; Cohen & Mannarino, 1996, as cited in Shaw, 2000; Terr, 1991), however research after 2003 observes traumatic experiences as a neurological ‘condition’ that puts the child into an increased state of anxiety, stress, flight, fright or freeze (Perry & Szalavitz, 2017). This state of being is a survival mechanism that will impact on their teacher-student, student-student relationships, emotional well-being, and academic achievement.

Multiple trauma experiences results in altered brain development, meaning more triggers and stressors for the child from their environment and difficulty...
processing, learning, and relationship and social skill building (Perry & Szalavitz, 2017) resulting in a child's difficulty to know and apply positive coping mechanisms to problematic situations. Research indicates that a child in this position will use self-blame to cope (Fergusson & Horwood, 2003; Gorman-Smith & Tolan, 2003; Hodges et al., 1999; Ladd & Skinner, 2002; Schwartz & Proctor, 2000, as cited in Finkelhor et al, 2007). Negative coping mechanisms are then applied generally across all interpersonal contexts and not adapted to fit the issue (Perry & Szalavitz, 2017; Rosenbaum-Nordoft, 2018).

Future-proofing students so that they can handle the effects of traumatic or stressful experiences in their lives means providing children with learning opportunities and strategies to cope in areas like resilience, interconnectedness, peer relations, external interests and attachment to other people and parents (Fondren et al., 2020). This can be applied to all children learning valuable life skills in an inclusive environment, not just learning for the child with trauma experiences. This is especially true when you consider that Fondren et al. (2020) showed that before the age of 16 most children have experienced at least one traumatic event.

The Research into Understanding the Sequential Brain Development that Affects Childhood Developmental Trauma

The neurosequential principles of the brain and learning indicates that the brain develops in a specific order. Children exposed to traumatic experiences means brain development is interrupted or not developed. Trauma triggers higher stress levels altering the brain's executive functioning abilities, hindering physical and emotional development (Brunzell et al., 2019; Judicial Council of California, 2014; Perry & Szalavitz, 2017; Terrasi & De Galarce, 2017, as cited in Von Dohen et al., 2019; Walkley & Cox, 2013). Inadequately developed executive functions means students have difficulties with, “concentration, language acquisition and processing, decision making, abstract reasoning, impulsiveness, developmental coordination disorder and memory” (Damian et al., 2011 as cited in Von Dohen et al., 2019, p. 4). The best way to heal the brain ready for learning to take place is to mimic the same sequence that the brain would normally develop and mature through (Perry & Szalavitz, 2017).

Relational Attachment

Bowlby's (1971) work that 'unconsciously and interactively' binds the primary caregiver to the infant (as cited in Brunzell et al., 2015, p. 67) highlights the primal need to feel safe and secure. Once this secure attachment is met, the brain (cerebral cortex) turns its attention towards learning the behaviour signals and the social, affective and reciprocal engagements that happen to inform a child’s social/emotional development. The behaviours include play, fun and building emotional intelligence, providing a template for the child on how to behave when confronted by various situations (Brunzell et al., 2015). The child uses this information to regulate their behaviour, understand relationships and social rules (Bowlby, 1971, as cited in Hughes, 2004). Trauma in children means that this relational aspect is underdeveloped or not developed, especially if the caregiver and infant dyad were hampered by stressors and anxiety, therefore not developing secure relational attachments and henceforth not providing an infant with valid templates of ways to regulate their behaviours and relationships (Schore & Schore, 2008, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2015).

The Research into a Developmentally Informed Approach to Childhood Trauma

The Trauma-informed Positive Education (TlPE) framework² (Brunzell, Stokes & Waters, 2015; 2016; 2018; 2019) advocates that healing, growth, well-being and strengths-based interventions integrated with each other, repair a student’s maladaptive behaviours.

The TIPE framework empowers teachers to use their skills, knowledge and pedagogy to design, implement and reflect on classroom interventions based on the framework, context and knowledge of brain development, positive psychology, and how trauma impacts on the biological, psychological and social development of children (Brunzell et al., 2016). In contrast to earlier research, that advocated for healing through a trauma-informed perspective and omitted the strengths and well-being approaches (Brunzel et al, 2016; Keyes and Lopez, 2002; Shaw, 2000).

² Trauma-informed Positive Education (TIPE) framework. “A TIPE approach positions learning within a dual-continuum model of mental health (i.e., addressing one’s deficits and building on one’s strengths are two specific and differentiated pathways for intervention) in order to address domains of healing and of growth in trauma-affected students” (Keyes, 2002; Keyes & Annas, 2009, as cited in Brunzell, Stokes & Waters, 2015, p. 2). Brunzell, Stokes and Waters, “embed trauma-informed developmental pedagogy within a positive education strengths-based paradigm” (2015, p. 2). It is a framework with interconnected, differentiated, and specific pathways against which interventions can be provided. A model being based on positive psychology in education and developmental needs to repair a child’s malleable brain (Perry & Szalavitz, 2017).
As Resource Teachers: Learning and Behaviour (RTLB) these strengths, well-being and growth mindset models are significant and contribute to the way that we approach our work with teachers and students using an ecological and culturally-responsive model (Crosby, 2015; RTLB Toolkit, 2018; Sebastian, 2013).

In the classroom, approaches targeting individual students’ behaviours are commonly used (Howard, 2018; Minahan, 2019; Rosenbaum-Nordoft, 2018; West et al., 2014). These include consistency with routines, more time to complete tests, choice, mindfulness, and positive emotional learning and growth mindset. These approaches are based on student’s needs related to immediate triggers in the classroom, aligned with the student as being the problem and without consideration to a formalised organisational approach (Howard, 2019; Von Dohlen et al., 2019). Alexander Van Heijer’s quote, “When a flower doesn’t bloom, you fix the environment not the flower” sums up the holistic nature of trauma-informed and responsive practice (as cited in Treisman, 2018; Webster-Stratton, n.d).

Teachers and students need to move from what works to what works best and what the purpose is for using an intervention. The focus is on teacher’s practice as deliberate acts of teaching posed as challenges towards meeting goals, rather than behaviours used. It is important to draw attention to the positive behaviours students use in unconditional ways, rather than praise for behaviours valued by the teacher (Kennedy, 2015, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2016; Minahan, 2019; Webster-Stratton, n.d.). Once children enter into a closer and more complex interactive relationship with the teacher that involves, “modelling, proximity, communication and availability” (Brunzel et al., 2015, p. 75) they will be in a better position to learn, take on new challenges, create a reliable kete of resources to use as planned supports for their varied relationships, and to regulate their behaviours (Crittenden, 2008, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019).

Brunzell et al. (2016) noted that teachers using teacher-directed commands, rule-based problem-solving prompts, ignoring distracting behaviour, or asking students to sit elsewhere in the class to manage student’s behaviours becomes punitive and doesn’t work for trauma affected students (Brunzell et al., 2016; Crittenden, 2008, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019; Holmes & Friedrich, 2016; Minahan, 2019).

A repercussion for the student is the feeling the teacher doesn’t like them or is happy they are distraught; subsequently these strategies may provoke a trigger in the child to a time when they were neglected or abandoned (Minahan, 2019).

The literature found beneficial results in teachers using social-emotional and organisational learning supports. (Rishel et al., 2019; Seligman et al., 2009). The gaps exposed were focused on how teachers incorporated and applied strategies to provide the best advantage for all students within trauma-informed models (Mendelson et al., 2015; Ministry of Education, 2010).

**METHODOLOGY**

The context of this research was centred across three large inner city primary schools consisting of single cell and innovative learning environments (ILE). The seven teachers who participated in the inquiry were teaching in schools which were both very high and extremely low socio-economic communities. A purposive sampling technique was used. The guidelines created and adhered to were that teacher participants were chosen who were teaching children with known trauma histories and a willingness to participate (Patton, 2015).

The preferred theoretical stance taken was one of interpretivism. Education, and in particular teaching, is a subjective social science where multiple realities exist that are situated in contextual environments. Teachers do not practise in isolation of each other but by using their strengths and bringing their multitude of perspectives and experiences to the table. Teachers are action-orientated and teach through shared social interaction and connective experiences. Interpretivism is widely known to be very relevant for qualitative studies that are reliant on the researcher’s and participants’ interpretation (Menter et al., 2011). The resulting findings contributed to existing knowledge and theories rather than confirming a hypothesis by structured testing (Ngozwana, 2018).

**The Focus Question of the Inquiry**

- How can I, as an RTLB, better-support teachers to strengthen the use of interventions that contribute to improved student engagement in trauma-informed classrooms?

The inquiry addressed the following areas:

---

3 “Resource Teachers: Learning and Behaviour (RTLB) are funded to work together with teachers and schools to support the achievement of students in Years 1-10 with learning and/or behaviour difficulties. RTLB support and up-skill teachers to better meet the needs of students within an inclusive education system” (Ministry of Education, n.d., para.1).
• Behavioural, social and emotional challenges children express in the environment
• Skills being taught
• Types of interventions used
• Teachers understanding of trauma responsive classrooms/identification of barriers and enablers in the classrooms

Participants
Principals of the three schools were invited to send information and consent forms in an email inviting teachers to participate in the study. Teachers had the autonomy to say ‘no’ or ‘yes’ with no further repercussions whatever their decisions. The participants were chosen with the guidelines being their willingness to participate in the study, their knowledge of the subject area and their experiences. All participants provided their “signed informed consent prior to the interviews” (Menter et al., 2011, p. 11).

As this inquiry focused on teachers’ experiences with students who had behavioural challenges linked to a trauma perspective, sensitivity to the teachers as they shared information that may have made them vulnerable or emotional was given. The teachers were offered details of the Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) for well-being support, if needed, prior to the interviews.

Privacy
Some personal information was collected from the participants during the study; in this case the Data Protection Act 1998 protects this data from any misuse on my part (Menter et al., 2011). All participants were able to request that any data pertaining to them was returned at the close of this study.

Data Gathering Tool
Semi-structured interviews conducted digitally via zoom videos was the qualitative data-gathering tool used. The tool was designed for use with small-scale research and allows flexibility within the design of the pre-set open-ended questions. The questions considered the “motivations for the research” (Brenner, 2006, p. 5). There was a general structure for participants to tell their story in their context within their perspective in a culturally-responsive framework (Brenner, 2006). The interview structure and design provided flexibility to allow for minor adaptations of the questions and considered other relevant issues important to the participant but at times overlooked by the interviewer. The interviews constructed meaning through a joint process between the participant and the interviewer; because of this factor, participants could elicit clarification from the interviewer if need be (Brenner, 2006; Menter et al., 2011). This provided additional insights during the analysis process.

Through this narrative approach the tool measured commonly-linked evidential themes between participants and their implications to the inquiry (Mutch, 2015). The format of the tool allowed for emerging themes to be cross-referenced within a theme and for teachers “lived experiences” (Mutch, 2015, p. 83) to be compared and contrasted with each other (Mutch, 2015). The small scale of the study was an advantage which made it easier to compare and contrast the data gathered.

The data gathering adhered to Brenner’s (2006) four step process:
1. A repetition of the interview questions used for zoom recorded interviews with seven different teacher participants.
2. Analysis of the data by identifying themes and patterns that are significant and informed by current research (Menter et al., 2011).
3. Interpretation of the data and what that means in providing RTLB support for teachers.
4. Presenting the data.

Ethical Considerations
The ethical risk assessment according to the Massey University risk assessment screening questionnaire was deemed low-risk and was evaluated by peer and advisor review. Ethical acuity was deliberately applied to all participant information sharing, informed consent, anonymity and confidentiality and considered in the design, conduct, analysis and reporting of findings throughout this inquiry (Menter et al., 2011). As a teacher I was also bound by professional adherence to ‘Our Code Our Standards’ which was applied throughout the interviews and study in general as it professionally suited the different contexts that we work in as RTLBs (Education Council New Zealand–Matatū Aotearoa, 2017).

* The Code sets out the high standards for ethical behaviour that are expected of every teacher. The Standards describe the expectations of effective teaching practice. Together they set out what it is and what it means, to be a teacher in Aotearoa New Zealand (para., 1)” (Our Code, Our Standards | Education Council, 2017: Retrieved October 11, 2020, from https://teachingcouncil.nz/content/our-code-our-standards).
RESULTS

Demographical Data

The seven teachers involved in the study had a range of years that they had taught for (see Figure 1.), a range of schools, year levels taught, experiences and leadership. The teacher’s earlier backgrounds were related to judicial systems, early childhood and alternative education. Fifty seven percent of participants spoke of extreme, multiple and highly traumatic experiences affecting children they had taught. This study uncovered that adverse childhood experiences (ACE) are not confined to low socioeconomic schooling settings alone.

![Figure 1. Demographic data.](image)

The Role of Adverse Experiences Linked to Behavioural, Social and Emotional Challenges Children Exhibited in the Environment.

The key themes that emerged related to strengthening the use of interventions by implementing a trauma-informed practice lens in the classroom were: the role of adverse experiences linked to behavioural, social and emotional challenges; relational attachment; types of interventions used - proactive and reactive approaches; interventions to support a trauma-informed classroom; enablers and barriers towards a trauma-informed pedagogy, and support needed, including professional learning and resilience.

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE)

Five (71.4%) teachers cited that trauma was characterised by significant singular or multiple experiences, “Severe singular or multiple experiences causing psychological harm over time” (T 5). “The larger the trauma, a death or a natural disaster, the higher the effects for the student” (T 7). Two teachers said trauma could, “happen to them or someone else” (T 2). A commonality amongst all the teachers was that adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) were, “hard to process” (T 4), “get over or control their emotional rages” (T 6). Five teachers defined trauma and included anger, impulsivity or extreme emotions as behavioural characteristics.

An eighth of the teachers linked children’s externalising behaviours to challenging family backgrounds consisting of substance misuse, homelessness, parents in prison, neglect and foster care (14.2%). Twenty-eight and a half percent of teachers described characteristics of impulsivity, hyperactivity and inability to focus akin to attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or autism spectrum (AS), for example, “I wouldn’t be surprised if he is ADHD, struggles to focus, use of inappropriate language” (T 4).

All teachers narrated multiple traumatic experiences affecting children at school entry to year 6. Eighty-five point seven percent (85.7 %) of childhood developmental trauma was reported from high socioeconomic schools.

Behavioural, Social and Emotional Challenges Children Exhibited in the Environment

Nearly three quarters of the teachers (71.4%) spoke of withdrawal and avoidance behaviours (crawling under tables, running out of the classroom) to regulate their emotions.

All the teachers spoke of students showing anger towards adults, peers and inanimate objects when terrified of losing control or not achieving “perfection” (T 5), seeking out conflict, impulsivity, frustration and oppositional defiant behaviours and dysregulated reactions that were out of proportion to the event, for example, “not being shown something” (T 4). One teacher spoke of a student who, “didn’t want to suppress anger as it would be unhealthy for them” (T 7).

Seventy one percent of teachers described sensation-seeking children as easily bored, inattentive, lack of concentration, limited attention span, seeking out and being distracted, not liking loud noises, and being on the mat with others.

Students’ anxiety issues linked with trust in adults were observed by just under half of the teachers (42.8%), “a lot of emotional stuff, he’s always on the edge, I am almost there with him and then I lose him” (T 6).

Communication and Social Challenges

Over half of the teachers (57.14%) spoke of misinterpreted social cues and communication. Expressive language and vocabulary to describe emotions was underdeveloped; “students couldn’t process their feelings and state what their needs
were” (T 7), “children were aggressive with their peers because they wanted friends, acceptance and self-esteem, they misread language and social cues” (T 4). It was interesting to one teacher that older students had, “sophisticated vocabulary to talk about their emotions”, however the teacher said, “I don’t know if they are able to regulate their emotions any better than students who have not got the vocabulary” (T 7).

**Academic Functioning**

Just over a quarter (28.5%) of the teachers spoke about students with ACEs as being, “highly compliant, observant, and learning-focused but not retaining the learning” (T 3), “they had delays in their academics, not for lack of effort, but they found everything difficult” (T 5).

**Relational Attachment: Insecurity/Inappropriate Solutions/Reciprocal Interactions Within Relationships**

Teachers indicated that students showed insecurity and ill-fitting solutions to problematic social situations and relationship-building with peers and teachers; for example, running away but wanting a teacher to follow and engage in conflict, or using inappropriate physical actions to solve an issue. Teacher Three highlighted students’ insecurity and inappropriateness in developing a teacher-student relationship, “over-friendly, put their arms around you, unaware of personal boundaries”. Teacher Seven stated, “Students demand teacher time right then and now, in the present, unable to wait” and, “a student storms off when something goes wrong”.

Two teachers knew that building relationships is key, however instances were discussed when they had not been able to connect with students and they didn’t know why or how to proceed. These two teachers found building relationships led to a “disconnect between how the relationship worked”. Relationships were sometimes too easy at the start and the student was the teacher’s “best friend, constantly wanting to engage” (T 6).

**Types of Interventions Used by Teachers - Proactive and Reactive Approaches**

All seven teachers described using interventions when the students were showing signs of emotional dysregulation (see Table 1.) Four (T 1, 2, 4, 7) of the teachers used a talk-and-time-out strategy, students explained how to solve the problem or regulate themselves. Talking students ‘through’ frustration and anger was used by the majority of teachers (T 1, 2, 3, 7). Teacher Seven asked a student to draw an emotional experience but the child said that it made him more angry.

Nearly all teachers’ (T 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) solutions to challenging dysregulated behaviours was to limit engagement with the student. One teacher spoke of, “being alongside a student with no interaction” (T 2) as a safety mechanism. Threatening situations/debates with the students were avoided. Teachers (T 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) relied on using an ignoring strategy, “ignoring a child, eventually they stop, they aren’t getting a reaction” (T 4). One teacher (T 4) worried about the students’ needs not being met. Forty three percent of teachers used restorative scripts and asked for reasons for the behaviour from the student. The students’ reflective skills were spoken of by three teachers (T 4, 2, 7) as lacking when students were asked to examine the social issues between friends or the teacher during a restorative justice process used by teachers.

Two teachers (T 1, 5) used the zones of regulation regularly, assuming that children would know when they were “out of control” or when they were “ready to talk about what happened”. One teacher (T 5) practised breathing techniques and zones of regulation when students were in a calm mindset. Autonomy and choice was linked to dysregulated actions: “In the red zone students get a choice between two actions” (T 2).

Five of the teachers (T, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) discussed using ‘tight’ boundaries or assigning a teacher-aide to the student (T 2). The resulting action was withdrawal of an experience e.g., “If you can’t listen to me, you won’t be able to come out, I will not be able to trust you next time” (T 4). The teacher was concerned that limiting interactions with others to enable a teacher-aide to “behaviour monitor and supervise” (T 2) was contradictory to the student’s social development needs.

Teachers were asked the following question with prompts to break the question down to elicit proactive and reactive responses (see Appendix A):

- “Thinking about different types of interventions that may be needed and the possible links to other programmes that may be available, what kinds of strategies enable you to support students’ self-regulation skills in class?”.
Weaving educational threads. Weaving educational practice.

### Table 1
Types of Interventions Used in the Classroom by Teachers

Teachers described the interventions that they used and these have been placed in the table in order of importance from most to least used and quoted by the teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Teachers (n=7)</th>
<th>Types of interventions used in the classroom by teachers (n=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85.71% n=6 teachers</td>
<td>Building relationships and trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.43% n=5 teachers</td>
<td>Ignoring students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.43% n=5 teachers</td>
<td>Removing students to the office or a safe place beyond the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.43% n=5 teachers</td>
<td>Restorative justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.43% n=5 teachers</td>
<td>Zones of regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.43% n=5 teachers</td>
<td>Incredible Years Teaching (IYT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.43% n=5 teachers</td>
<td>Structures, routines, rules and boundaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.14% n=4 teachers</td>
<td>Time-out to calm down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.14% n=4 teachers</td>
<td>Physical movement and breaks outside the class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.14% n=4 teachers</td>
<td>Breathing exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.14% n=4 teachers</td>
<td>Social/emotional problem-solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.14% n=4 teachers</td>
<td>Calming strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.86% n=3 teachers</td>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.86% n=3 teachers</td>
<td>Whole class songs on the mat prior to routines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.86% n=3 teachers</td>
<td>Praise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.86% n=3 teachers</td>
<td>Peer support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.86% n=3 teachers</td>
<td>Teacher and student 1-1 attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.57% n=2 teachers</td>
<td>Supporting emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.57% n=2 teachers</td>
<td>Management of actual and potential aggression (MAPA) training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.29% n=1 teacher</td>
<td>Growth mindset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.29% n=1 teacher</td>
<td>Social stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.29% n=1 teacher</td>
<td>Safety and support plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.29% n=1 teacher</td>
<td>Interim response funding (IRF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.29% n=1 teacher</td>
<td>Adaptations to the environment/high expectations for the student</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Viewpoints of Teachers: Strategies to Support a Trauma-informed Classroom

"Tight boundaries" (T 4) were discussed by five (71%) teachers in other questions but only two (28.57%) teachers talked about boundaries and consistent routines in relation to their viewpoint on a trauma-informed approach.

Four teachers stated that relationships were important, with only two teachers mentioning the importance of key relationships.

28.57% (two) teachers gave importance to rules, friends, teaching social skills and physical activity.

14.28% of teachers highlighted the importance of zones of regulation, mindfulness, teaching the New Zealand curriculum, student personal locus of control and voice. There were 14.28% of teachers that said smaller classes and more adults were needed.

### Enablers and Barriers Towards a Trauma-informed Classroom Pedagogy

Teachers’ responses (see Table 2.) were weighted towards the barriers; four teachers identified professional learning, funding and a high emphasis on assessments as a barrier. Two teachers spoke of enablers as collegial and other professionals as support.

### Table 2
Enablers and Barriers

These are placed in order of most popular to the least popular ideas by the number of teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enablers (n=7)</th>
<th>Barriers (n=7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support from colleagues, RTLB, MOE, SENCO, other professionals and colleagues (n=2 teachers)</td>
<td>Lack of professional learning/training/funding sources and teacher aides in classrooms (n=4 teachers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness, circle time, growth mindset, zones of regulation, Incredible Years Teacher training (n=1 teacher)</td>
<td>Interventions dropped due to busy curriculum, academics assessments, reports, running records are priority (n=4 teachers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindshift for teachers to prioritise social emotional learning (n=1 teacher)</td>
<td>Inflexible, non-inclusive teachers (n=1老师)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play - problem-solves friendships (n=1 teacher)</td>
<td>Must plan for SEL (n=1 teacher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentor, resources (RTLB, MOE, SENCO), observing other teachers (n=1 teacher)</td>
<td>Lack of school/team support (n=1 teacher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive parent community of social emotional learning (n=1 teacher) Adam H.</td>
<td>Parent and school personnel not prioritising social emotional learning (n=1 teacher)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language - how to word things. (n=1 teacher)</td>
<td>Lack of correct language to use, lack of experience when I don't know what to do (n=1 teacher)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Support Needed for Teachers

Teacher Support Through School Support Systems

Six out of seven teachers were unaware if their school policies reflected a pedagogy of trauma-informed practices. Seven teachers conveyed that schools were supportive of social/emotional learning.

Professional Learning

Seventy-one percent (five) of the teachers had attended brain development and trauma seminars by Nathan Wallace. Four teachers had read about cortisol, adrenaline and flight, fright, freeze responses with links to brain function and reasoning. Twenty-eight percent (two) of the teachers had completed MAPA training (management of actual or potential aggression), sourced resources and accessed TKI. One teacher observed trauma as, “affecting the brain and development permanently” (T 5) but didn’t know how that happened. Another teacher said, “Kids can’t learn until they’re out of the reptilian brain” (T 7). Teachers relied on their own theories in response to children’s behaviours. All teachers wanted to know how to, “recognise and respond to, traumatised children in class”.

Teachers’ Resilience

Five teachers discussed feeling emotional, powerless, overwhelmed and frustrated with no answers to solve challenging behaviours. One teacher placed blame on themselves and described vicarious trauma triggered by student’s present actions. During COVID-19, a teacher expressed how, “messy and hard it has been to establish relationships, routines and complete a lesson” (T 7).

When teachers were asked if there was anything else to add they explained that trauma goes, “ unidentified, unsupported” (T 1). “Impulsive, frustrated behaviours occur when students are not feeling good about learning, this creates a cycle of non-learning and challenging behaviours” (T 2). One teacher described , “ weighing up between one child’s behaviour and the rest of the class: why should one child’s behaviour hold up the learning for others”(T 4). Three teachers talked about students having control and responsibility to change their thoughts and actions but made the realisation that there had to be, “more learning in this area before children can take responsibility for their actions” (T 7).

DISCUSSION

Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE)

One of the key findings in this inquiry was awareness of the gravity of trauma experiences and the impact on a child’s development, behaviour and learning. It was recognised that family dysfunctional backgrounds contributed to ACEs and encompassed acute or chronic types of trauma (Rishel et al., 2019; Rosenbaum-Nordoft, 2018). Trauma was more severe if that event had a ‘weighting’ assigned to it e.g., a death would be a more traumatic trauma. Another idea that emerged was that trauma in the classroom was different to other trauma experiences. Interestingly, no teachers spoke about stressors for the student in the classroom as trauma e.g. bullying, victimization by peers or others, or isolation (Finkelhor et al., 2015). There needed to be some strengthening about the clarity of what adverse childhood experiences incorporate and the cumulative nature of trauma experiences.

Behavioural, Social and Emotional Challenges Exhibited in the Environment

According to this study children with trauma experiences who gained support were those who externalised their behaviours e.g. anger, impulsiveness and extreme emotions. This type of escalating or disengaged behaviour is a tool to mask the student’s emotional distress (National Child Traumatic Stress Network, 2014, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019). Within this inquiry it was recognised that children who internalised their behaviours had experienced trauma (Cavanaugh, 2016) but they didn’t get support. Six teachers required support to understand the function of the internalising and externalising behaviour with targeted strategies to enable alternative positive methods to meet students emotional, regulatory or relational needs. (McLaughlin & Lambert, 2017; Perry & Szalavitz, 2017; Shaw, 2000).

When asked during the interview, teachers did have a propensity to label behaviours as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) or autism spectrum (AS). A child’s physical and psychological stress response can be perpetually in a state of overdrive and, when exposed to triggers in the environment, mimic neurodevelopmental disorders like ADHD (Dr. Brown, as cited in Ruiz, 2014; Van der Kolk, 2005). Strengthening the understanding of the child’s triggers from the environment, peer relations and attachments will provide adaptations and enable teaching of resilience and coping strategies (Fondren et al., 2020).
Communication, Social and Academic Functioning

Within this inquiry, teachers stated: “students couldn’t process their feelings and state what their needs were” (T 7). Teachers spoke of children on high alert, retrieving information from the world differently than their calm peers (Perry, 2006). In this study, students misinterpreted social cues, their higher order thinking and expressive language shut down, as one teacher said: “Students couldn’t process their feelings and state what their needs were” (T 7). This demonstrated the inextricable link between cognition and emotion (Brunzell et al., 2016). In this inquiry the misread social cues and the types of dysregulated behaviours that ensued could be an indication that teachers need to shift their approach to asking, “What is the function of the behaviour” (Rosenbaum-Nordoft, 2018, p.6). This can uncover triggers and an intentional plan can be developed with the student to address adjustments for teacher and student responses (Brunzell et al., 2016). In this inquiry, results showed that students who have the vocabulary when calm to express themselves encountered problems stating their needs when dysregulated, as they can’t apply the learnt vocabulary unless they have explicitly practised using planned language and behaviour strategies. However, having that vocabulary offers students new skills and enables exploration of different ways to cope (Rosenbaum-Nordoft, 2018).

Teacher Four talked about, “Students’ lack of memory unless there was an immediate response to a situation or praise”. This observation is a well-researched idea linked to the arrested development of the lower part of the brain under stress, which then means that the higher parts of the brain are compromised to consolidate, regulate and memorise what needs to be learned (Brunzell et al., 2016; Walsh et al., 2019). What was interesting within this study was that teachers did not discuss these links or the ensuing new learning challenges for the student. Not one of the teachers discussed a developmental approach, brain maturation or a strategy that purposefully and sequentially implemented learning that built in complexity, with a repetitive structure and opportunities for practise, explicit feedback and consolidation (Brunzell et al., 2016; Rosenbaum-Nordoft, 2018; Van der Kolk, 2005).

Types of Interventions - Proactive and Reactive Approaches

Throughout the interviews, teachers described a wide array of interventions used as a direct response to challenging behaviours such as crawling under tables, angry or frustrational outbursts, noises or inappropriate language or after a child has hurt someone. This approach is unwittingly focusing on the behaviour/emotional deficits rather than empowering students. The literature supports students making “better behaviour choices when they feel teachers recognise their strengths” (Brunzell et al., 2019, p.608). When teachers use a strengths-based approach, focused on students being successful, having a voice, choice and exploring their interests, this makes students feel safe to develop adaptability and trust in the environment (Brunzell et al., 2016; Cavanaugh, 2016). Teacher Two did recognise this when stating, “You have to channel their interests, make time to talk about what they like to do”.

Traditional classroom management strategies in the face of dysregulated behaviours can be detrimental to relationship-building and feelings of safety and belonging; this all contributes to re-traumatize a student (Howard, 2019; Minahan, 2019). From the findings, teachers described using time-out or withdrawal from the classroom as a tool to manage unwanted behaviours. Withdrawal does not make students feel integrated and safe in the environment: emotional detachment ensues and disengagement from learning and isolation are natural consequences of this behaviour management strategy. Coincidentally they are the same consequences that trauma experiences like neglect and abandonment invoke (Howard, 2019).

An empathetic response from a teacher endorsing the student’s feelings will serve to make the student feel they are liked rather than not liked or the teacher is happy they are upset (Minahan, 2019).

From the findings, 71.42% of teachers spoke of children affected by trauma as having “difficulty with abstract reasoning, poor decision making, peer relationships and memory” (Damian et al., 2011, as cited in Von Dohlen et al., 2019, p. 4). These same teachers also discussed restorative justice strategies as the remedy for the outcomes related to issues with problem solving, relationships, memory and reasoning. The teachers emphasised the use of, “Why did you?” (T 1, 2, 4, 5, 7) and, “What do you need to do?” (T 2). Teacher three said “How they sense something is how they feel, how they react and they are in control of that”. When using interventions like restorative justice scripts they need to be followed correctly. It is important to focus on students’ needs, expressing emotions and having questions answered which are empowering, providing the skills have been taught beforehand to calm students within a teacher-student relationship of unconditional positive regard (Rogers, 1961, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019). Teacher Seven’s comments resonated
with this research when stating, “I realised that there needs to be more learning in this area before children can take responsibility for their actions”. These distressed students experience a warped perception of reality and a memory that doesn’t serve them well so reacting to their behaviour with ‘restorative justice’ can leave them vulnerable, unsafe and unhopeful to be successful at school (Downey, 2007, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2016; Perry & Szalavitz, 2017; Walsh et al., 2019).

Mindfulness and other breathing, finger stroking and mind/body movements were tools used occasionally by 42.85% of teachers. Planned, purposeful mindfulness can prepare a brain ready for learning and “manage stress” (T 1) in the present rather than triggering the student’s emotional brain to guide them (Brunzell et al., 2016; 2019; Minahan, 2019). One hundred percent of teachers talked about noticing a student’s change in emotional regulation; 14% of these teachers used their voice intonation and rhythm to build relationships and as calming influences (T 1), 28% of the teachers engaged in an activity “side-by-side, shoulder-to-shoulder” (T 1, 2) and 57% of teachers used rhythmical physical movement like silent ball, kicking a ball, or activities that provided cognitive distractions, thought breaks or abstract activities e.g., counting of objects, puzzles, colouring in with the teacher to calm students which supports a secure relational attachment and the strategy acts as a de-escalation tool (Brunzell et al., 2019, p. 607).

Relational Attachment

In this study, Teacher Seven said, “I went in at the start of the year with building relationships as the right thing to do but in doing so there has been a disconnect between how our relationship works”. Other teachers’ comments were, “Children demand attention any way that they can, positive or negative, it’s all attention” (T 2, 7), “They will chat to me all day if I let them” (T 7), “Students are over-friendly, unaware of personal boundaries” (T 3), “I don’t know why I haven’t been able to reach them”, “Fear of not being in control” (T 6), “Wants you to chase him, shouts smart, rude things at you, wouldn’t do as he was told” (T 2). These teachers were questioning why relationships with teachers and peers experienced a disconnect when traditional strategies of relationship-building were being used. Normally students modify their behaviours, knowing the ‘rules’ of the relationships. A student with disorganised attachment views the world as cruel, manipulative and uncaring. They connect with negative behaviours and respond in maladaptive ways.

All the teachers in this study spoke of students’ behaviour that showed that they were respondent to the sensory stimulus in their environments, their need to survive and control which produced anxiety, verbal and physical aggression, peer issues, non-engagement with learning, and disrespect (Howard, 2019; Brunzell et al., 2019). Through teachers’ comments it was apparent that they may have unwittingly assumed that all children can understand and provide the appropriate responses to, “authority, respect, trust, obedience and remorse” (Howard, 2019, p. 49). Six teachers agreed with the research and spoke of well-being and strong, unconditional relationships with key teachers as crucial for engagement with academic learning (Rogers, 1961, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2019; Howard, 2019). When Teacher Six stated, “I don’t feel like he trusts, he is oppositional and doesn’t want to engage”, this suggests that the teacher-student relationship is not yet secure to allow for learning. Minahan (2019) states that with a trauma-informed lens, relationships have to be “predictable positive attention”, the teacher has to be ‘available’ - not withholding attention and time - with clear, safe boundaries combined with the challenge of teaching emotional intelligence (Brunzell et al., 2016; Howard, 2019; Minahan, 2019). Research agrees that relationships are a protective factor as an intervention as long as the quality and frequency of those relationships are present (Brunzell et al., 2016).

Enablers and Barriers Towards a Trauma-Informed Classroom Pedagogy

Within this study, 71.42% of teachers discussed having a positive understanding for interventions through which children who have and who have not experienced trauma can gain insights into their own emotions and triggers for behaviours (Bratton, 2005, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2016), for example, “zones of regulation” (T 1, 2, 3, 5, 7).

The study findings recognised that teachers’ behaviour may communicate to the student incorrect or misread messages especially through language responses. Giving the student the locus of control through positive choice, teacher avoidance of dictating a command and providing a reason for the command can curtail behavioural issues (Minahan, 2019). The need to plan for social emotional learning using purposeful interventions that concentrated on the impact of the trauma, not the details, shaped by the knowledge of the students, their voice, strengths and needs was evident (Crittendon, 2008, as cited in Brunzell et al., 2016). Student voice is a powerful regulatory tool that engages the student and the teacher in a relational bond.
Teacher Support Through School Support Systems

Evidence suggests that schools approaching social/emotional learning with a trauma-informed lens and reflecting these understandings in their policies and practices, can have an impact on all students and provide a whole teacher/school support network to implement an integrated strengths-based approach (Howard, 2013). This notion was reinforced by Teacher Two when they said, “shared school understanding about approach, systems and supporting behaviour with staff consistency; part of professional learning for all teachers”.

Professional Learning

Teacher One echoed the comments of all of the other teachers when he remarked “Teachers do not know what the signs of trauma are and need tools to identify them and strategies to effectively deal with these children”. Understanding the neurological and behavioural aspects of ACEs underpins any planned strategies or interventions and their success. Teacher Four said, “I think that children’s challenging behaviours are stressful and traumatic to the teacher”. Collectively, teachers need to feel empowered to teach students exhibiting challenging behaviours triggered by environmental stressors and trauma histories. Developing an understanding of a trauma-informed lens puts teachers at an advantage to teach using an inclusive pedagogy and self-efficacy benefitting all parties.

Teachers’ Resilience

All seven teachers put a lot of emphasis into creating strong, bonding relationships and their resilience was tested when students sabotaged the relationships (Howard, 2019). Interestingly, all seven teacher’s responses were to “tighten up boundaries” (T 4). If boundaries mean more teacher control, rules and consequences and less student voice with student perceived failure; then unconscious triggers will manifest as challenging, defiant, aggressive behaviours. Due to unhealthy attachment experiences, students hide their vulnerability and appear not to care about consequences: they have experienced worse outcomes. They have no confidence that a ‘reward’ will be followed through, they don’t want to fail, so why try at all. Deliberate acts of teaching students what you want them to do in a situation is a positive approach.

LIMITATIONS

The complexity of this inquiry’s content, coupled with the rich narratives from teachers, meant that there was too much information beyond the scope of this study to do justice in its entirety. Instead, I have sought to find themes across the questions and respond to the main points that are key to the study question itself. The small scale of the number of participants (seven) across three inner city schools meant that data was only reflected across one geographical area and was too small a sample to categorically say that the findings were indicative of typical practices. Trauma-informed principles that aim to heal, repair and build new cognitive pathways coupled with character strengths are a relatively new idea to New Zealand and in the infancy stage across the world since new research into neurobiology and learning from 2015 (Brunzel et al., 2016). This means that teachers had little knowledge of a ‘trauma-informed lens’. During this inquiry, the teachers who participated were under extreme stress during a first and a second COVID-19 lockdown and views expressed may have reflected their emotional disarray.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This inquiry highlighted how teachers are using known emotional, regulatory, rhythmic (brain breaks, physical exercise, predictable classroom routines), self-monitoring tools like mindfulness, growth mindset and de-escalation interventions with their own understandings of relationship-building and peer support. Teachers had sought professional learning on the development of the brain to improve their abilities to manage challenging behaviours. Teachers grappled with the constraints of time, a busy curriculum, emphasis on academic learning, and the difficulty in balancing classroom needs and the needs of individual students with their own emotions.

It is clear that using a trauma-informed approach has the potential to benefit all students in a school setting (Von Dohlen et al., 2019), however it has to be an explicit, intentional, planned, purposeful and informed response that considers student voice, safety and belonging, relationships and unmet developmental needs rather than a reactionary response to the behaviour (Brunzel et al., 2016; Von Dohlen et al., 2019). The impact of trauma is the issue, and by addressing the sequential, regulatory, rhythmic, relational, social and cognitive aspects of learning, solutions, evidence-based interventions and adaptations to the environment can be found (Howard, 2019).

Providing professional learning of complex childhood trauma and trauma-informed approaches as a whole school would support a shared understanding, logical decisions and a common language across the school system. Strengthening teacher capacity and supporting consistent collaborative, multidisciplinary
practices and policies across a school would influence co-designed pedagogical practices and sustainable change using trauma-informed principles.

For future consideration is measuring the impact of evidence-based interventions on students behavioural, academic and regulatory areas.

Additional research that encompasses a more detailed cultural lens may provide more evidence-based findings that would further influence teaching approaches in New Zealand.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPENDIX 1.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Question Number</strong></td>
<td>Open-ended qualitative questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key word prompts marked by a ‘dot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Teaching experiences/ background</td>
<td>Can you tell me about yourself and your teaching experiences?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What types of schools have you taught at?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What types of experiences have these schools provided you with in general?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What teaching experiences with different types of students have you had?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Can you define ‘trauma’ and what that looks like for you (Teachers’ perspectives and bias of what constitutes trauma-informed environments for children).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Behavioural, social and emotional experiences with children in the classroom environments</td>
<td>Can you tell me about the different types of challenging behaviours that you have seen in your students?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How did these behaviours manifest themselves in the classroom?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What made teaching these students challenging?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What worked well and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What support, if any, did you need with these children and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you tell me about the types of social behaviours that you have seen in your students?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How did these social behaviours manifest themselves in the classroom?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What made teaching these students unique?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What support, if any, did you need with these children and why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can you tell me about the types of emotional behaviours that you have seen in your students?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• How did these emotions manifest themselves in the classroom?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What made teaching these students challenging and unique?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• What support, if any, did you need with these children and why?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. Experiences in developing your relationships with students

Can you tell me more about how you get to know your students?
- What do your students need emotionally and socially from your relationship with them?
- Tell me about how a student/teacher relationship impacts on a students academic learning?
- Can you tell me about your relationships with students?
- How do you go about developing and sustaining positive student relationships?
- What are the key things that make this successful for you?
- What makes this process difficult for you?
- What kinds of support did you need?
- What is your thinking in regards to teacher-student relationships?

Can you tell me about the strategies that you have used to enhance your relationships with students who have specific needs?

### 4. What skills do you think children need to be taught to calm or soothe them ready for learning?

Can you tell me about the calming strategies or interventions you have used with students?
- What strategies worked well in the classroom?
- How are these strategies supported across the classroom/school?
- What hinders these strategies?
- Do you feel that these strategies work for all children?
- What possible strategies could you use?

### 5. Experiences with different types of interventions and the links to other programmess that may be available

Thinking about different types of interventions that may be needed and the possible links to other programmes that may be available, what kinds of strategies enable you to support students self-regulation skills in class?
- What programmes or interventions do you know about?
- Do you use any of these interventions/programmes?
- How do you use these interventions/programmes with your students?
- Can you tell me about your proactive approaches to enhance your students self-regulation?
- Can you tell me about your reactive strategies that you might use to enhance your students self-regulation?
- How do you develop resilience in your students?

### 6. Identification of barriers and enablers in the classrooms for the teacher

Thinking about the classroom environment, can you talk about the factors that have been successful for diverse students in the classroom?
- Why was it so successful?

If you then think about the classroom environment and diverse students, what do you think has ‘got in the way’ of these students learning?
- Why do you think that these were barriers to students learning?

### 7. Experiences with behavioural support in a crisis situation

Think of a time where you were able to successfully manage a student’s behaviour crisis. What worked well and why?
- What did you do in regards to behaviour management?
- What happened?
- Why do you think it happened?
- How did you feel?
- What support did you need?
- What do you think you would do next time?

**If school support team arises ask:**
- School support team - Can you tell me more about this team and how you use this resource?
- How do individual level teachers interventions/supports complement policies and practices at a school organisational level?

### 8. Experiences in resilience as a teacher with diverse groups of students

Can you tell me about your resilience as a teacher when faced with challenging behaviour?
- How do you feel with challenging students?
- Can you tell me about your coping mechanisms?
- What types of support have you needed or think that you may need in these situations?

Can you tell me what strategies or interventions you ‘fall back’ on in the face of students challenging behaviours?

### 9. Teachers own professional learning

Can you tell me about your own professional learning in regards to children’s developmental trauma which may have occurred before the age of 3 such as parental depression whereby the baby was not cuddled or bonded with by parents or trauma caused by divorce, death of a close relative, parental arguments, bullying, parental neglect?
- What knowledge do you have in the area of Neuroscience and its links to trauma in children?
- What PLD have you attended, if any?
- What kind of professional learning do you feel that you need in this area?
- How do you think teachers can create safe trauma responsive classrooms?

### 10. Anything to add that you think would be useful for me to know

Is there anything else you would like to add?